
Lee’s Poem for NWR Diamond Anniversary 

 

Twas many years ago that our Register Group began, 

We met on Monday evenings , Women only was the plan 

We left the kids at home with dad,  

And really were elated to find  

That we were not allowed to be domesticated  

To tackle every subject was the object and the aim 

To have a lively mind and really stimulate the brain 

 

The speakers were enjoyed from nearly every walk of life 

Spoke on history and mystery and how to cope with strife 

And Geology, Zoology and travelling the world 

Pychology, Entemology, each fact at us they hurled 

And as our eager listening ears every fact explored 

I can truly say for sure, we were rarely ever bored! 

 

Our subjects grew more venturesome as we all searched our brains, 

 Royalty, Loyalty and who invented drains 

Art and Music, Poetry, Archaeology and Dogs 

Current affairs, Polar Bears and television progs! 

 

Discussions from the Nationals and then a quiz or two  

Oh Boy!  We kept them coming, education grew! 

Then having put the world to rights on measures we would take 

We’d always end each evening with tea and cake 



 

And so our ideas sparkled at Programme Planning evenings 

We all were really at our best drinking wine and eating! 

So we sampled food from everywhere, our cooking skills 

 we needed to produce the dishes from round the world  

(No diets were ever heeded!) 

 

So for our anniversary we’ll glitter and we’ll glow 

We’ll wear our bling and  silver so everyone will know 

That ladies here in Nantwich have a lively mind  

But worth far more than diamonds is the friendship you’ll find 

More valuable and coveted and shining bright is the  

 Diamond glow of friendship on Register Night 

For members of NWR are valued  and  treasured  

And advantages of Register far beyond measure 

 

But you will all agree I’m sure with this message that I send  

That after all is said and done, Diamonds are a girl’s best friend 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


